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July 21, 2020

• Submissions and due date
  – Homeworks should be submitted through Canvas.
  – Written solutions to homeworks are due 15 minutes before the start of class (4:45pm) on due dates.
  – Coded solutions will be accepted until end of term.

• Collaboration and use of external sources
  – Collaboration is allowed, but discouraged.
  – Each collaborator must independently complete their own write-up / code, and list all collaborators.
  – No credit will be given to solutions obtained verbatim from the Internet or other sources.

• Formatting and typesetting
  – Start the answer to each question on a new page.
  – If you choose to not typeset, please write neat and legibly, and either take a clear photo, or use a scanner.
  – Please write succinct and precise answers.
  – For solutions longer than a few sentences, please give a general idea before the details at the very start.
  – Try to be formal and mathematically rigorous in your solutions. For most topics in this course, this involves algebraically defining the objects involved in your proof.

• Code submission
− Submit both the code and a screenshot of the outcome of running it on the auto grader interface.

− If the code does not receive full score on the auto grader, please also provide a short description of what’s missing.